“TASC is a place
for everyone. We
are all different but
we are all equal.”

The Tanto International School,
Stockholm
Creating Passion for Learning &Excellence since 1983

“We work together and
treat each other with
respect.”
Opening Times:
School Days-7:30-8:30 & 15:00-18:00
Holiday Days-7:30-18:00

“We take the children
outside as much as we
can; we learn about
nature and from nature.”

The Tanto International School
Flintbacken 20,
118 42, Stockholm
Tel: +46 (0)8 669 7171
www.tantoschool.org

T.A.S.C
Tanto After School Club
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Good to know...

1. TASC is popular and can be a waiting list. We have
60 places. The waiting list is organised in accordance
with the Swedish regulations in which siblings are
given priority.
2.The staff are skilled adults and teachers who create
fantastic opportunities for all our children every day;
inspired by our children’s interests and needs.
3.The staff to child ratio is good (1:15) which allows
pupils to receive excellent care through individual or
group opportunities each day.

A message from the Principal
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The Tanto International School Fritids is affectionately known as T.A.S.C (Tanto After School Club).
TASC offers some of our children the opportunity to remain in a safe and secure environment that
stimulates and encourages fun, challenge and personal growth on a daily basis.

4.TASC follows the aims and goals set out in the
Compulsory Schools Curriculum (2011-Reviderad
2016). Section 1, 2 and 4 apply to Fritids.

TASC children should feel a sense of belonging and be proud of their group. Our staff care for all
individuals and strive to motivate the young children to develop their social and emotional well being.

5.All children have influence in TASC. Children decide
on their own rules and goals for the TASC at the
beginning of the year and term.

As a school that works hard to promote the UN Charter for Children’s Rights, through our UNICEF
lessons, we are aware of the role that educational personnel and establishments play in developing
democratic values, equality, tolerance and freedom.

6. Snack and discussion time is when children can
choose activities they are interested in.

These are supported by the school’s 3 C’s Motto: Care, Co-operation and Courtesy. This is something
that our staff and children demonstrate through their actions. The teachers keep these topics and
forums open throughout the week so all children can question the world they live in.
During each day, the staff plan activities inspired by the children and our environment. The children's
time at TASC is a very happy one and it is extremely uplifting to see them playing together, at the end
of the school day, whilst taking part in activities of their choice.
I am proud of the choice, care and consideration that we offer each child at T.A.S.C and I know the
future is a very bright one for all our young people who are learning and enjoying their time at T.A.S.C.
Why not come and join TASC to see for yourself ?
Mr Cameron,
Principal
The Tanto International School

7. Student Questionnaires help us know how children
feel and what they want to improve.
8. Staff email a schedule to parents to show what we are
doing with a selection of photos from the previous
week.
9. We have Swedish speaking staff and encourage the
use of Swedish amongst all children if they are
comfortable with using the language.
10. Parents views are welcomed at TASC and we offer
the opportunity to have parent teacher meetings twice
a year.
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